Hunt ID: AK-GBeraBBearBBearCaribou-Kotzebue-AW-Brad
This outfitter has done his time to be an Alaskan Outfitter. He has hunted and fished throughout remote
areas of Alaska and has gained vast experience and knowledge of Alaska’s terrain, fish and wildlife. This
experience has enabled him to provide high quality, high success hunts throughout Alaska. We believe in
providing fair chase spot and stalk hunting that has been featured in numerous magazines and TV
outdoor shows. His experience and reputation has turned many clients that came for that once in a
lifetime hunting or fishing experience, into lifelong friends that keep coming back year after year.

Mossy Oak filmed an exciting Moose hunt with Pro Baseball player Charlie O'Brien harvesting a
beautiful bull that was called in to him less than thirty yards! Look for this exciting hunt on the Outdoor
Channels "Mossy Oak's Hunting the Country."
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Grizzly Bear Hunts
We hunt two very different areas for grizzly bear. Hunts conducted in the Kotzebue area are for "Arctic"
grizzly. These hunts are conducted north of the Arctic Circle in the fall season. The bear in this region
have a wide color variation, with light blonde being the predominant color. Bear in this area typically
range from 6.5 to a little over 8 feet. These are spot and stalk, fair chase hunts. Days will be spent

glassing mountain sides for bear feeding on blueberries, roaming the tundra, feeding on a recent moose
or caribou carcass, or feeding on late run salmon in rivers. This is a great hunt to "combo" with for
Caribou! The hunts in this area are on a draw basis, and require advance application. The hunts in the
Iliamna area offer bear, which tend to be a bit darker in color and slightly larger on average. This hunts
are also spot and stalk, fair chase hunts, and is done in early spring and fall. Spring hunts are spent
glassing mountain slopes searching for bear as they come out of hibernation. Fall hunts are spent
primarily glassing mountain slopes for bear feeding on berries, or working small streams as the bear
feed on salmon. Tags for this hunt are available "over the counter."
Dates: Spring Hunt April/May - Fall Hunt September.
Transportation: Overnight in Anchorage with an AM connecting flight on Alaska Airlines flight #151 to
Kotzebue, or via lliamna Air Taxi to Iliamna where you will be met by your outfitter.
Camp: Mobile spike camps consisting of 6-man dome tents.
License: Brown Bear/Grizzly tag $500, non-resident hunting license $85. *** Note Grizzly hunts in the
Kotzebue area are Draw hunts, with an application deadline of Dec 31st. *** Book early to be certain
you do not miss the drawing deadline. Lliamna area hunt tags are available over the counter, and should
be purchased online prior to arrival in Alaska.

Includes: 1X1 Professional Guide service, trophy care, in-field accommodations, all in-field
transportation, airport pickup.

Not Includes: Tag and license, accommodations in town before or after your hunt, or due to the inability
to fly due to bad weather, transportation or shipping of trophy beyond Kotzebue or Iliamna, gratuities.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dates: Spring Hunt April/May - Fall Hunt September.
Transportation: Overnight in Anchorage with an AM connecting flight on Alaska Airlines flight #151 to
Kotzebue, or via lliamna Air Taxi to Iliamna where you will be met by your outfitter.
Camp: Mobile spike camps consisting of 6-man dome tents.
License: Brown Bear/Grizzly tag $500, non-resident hunting license $85. *** Note Grizzly hunts in the
Kotzebue area are Draw hunts, with an application deadline of Dec 31st. *** Book early to be certain
you do not miss the drawing deadline. Lliamna area hunt tags are available over the counter, and should
be purchased online prior to arrival in Alaska.
Includes: 1X1 Professional Guide service, trophy care, in-field accommodations, all in-field
transportation, airport pickup.

Not Includes: Tag and license, accommodations in town before or after your hunt, or due to the inability
to fly due to bad weather, transportation or shipping of trophy beyond Kotzebue or Iliamna, gratuities.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALASKAN Brown Bear Hunting
Alaska brown bear hunting is our passion. We are proud to offer our clients several different options for
our Alaska brown bear hunts, allowing our clients the best possible opportunity to harvest an Alaska
brown bear.
Based upon the client’s physical abilities, trophy expectations, and financial means, we are able to place
them on a hunt that will surpass their expectations.
Depending on the year (even or odd) unit 9 is set up on a odd year fall season and an even year spring
season, to ensure trophy brown bear management. We offer two options for spring brown bear hunting.
Spring hunting season on even years, starts May 10th and ends May 25,th and fall season starts October
1st and ends October 25th.
•Cold Bay, Alaska Brown bear hunts: Spring
•Iliamna, Alaska brown bear hunts: Spring/Fall
•Port Heiden, Alaska brown bear hunts: Fall
•Spring vs Fall Hunting
•Best Time for Brown Bear Hunting

Cold Bay, Alaska Brown bear hunts: Spring
The Alaska Peninsula near Cold bay is our premier brown bear hunting area. This is an area we only hunt
on even numbered spring years. It is hands down the best location for trophy brown bear in Alaska. This
region is as good if not better than Kodiak Island for huge coastal brown bear.
The Aleutian Range with its 4000-foot peaks rising from the ocean’s edge makes the perfect backdrop
for glassing giant coastal brown bear. This is truly Alaska’s trophy brown bear area. Brown Bear in these
two units (9E and D) can grow to more than 11 feet square, with skulls measuring over 30 inches. More
SCI record book brown bear have been taken from these two units than any others in Alaska. Our largest
brown bear taken from here in 2008 measured 11.6 feet squared, with a skull measurement of 30.5
inches.

Ten foot brown bear are taken each spring by Alaska Wilderness Charters and Guiding clients on this
hunt, and most brown bear taken will measure over 9 feet! Many outfitters have never taken a true ten
foot bear.

Hunting is done from a spike camp only accessed by a super cub with large tundra tires. We are
continually checking on our camps and moving as conditions change. As winter loosens its grip and snow
melts, bears will emerge from their dens. We are continually looking for such activity and place camps
accordingly. With our base camp closely located to the Bering Sea, we are also searching the beaches
looking for dead whales and walrus that have washed up on shore. Brown bear, wolves, and wolverine
will come to these carcasses to feed. Camps will be placed near these locations as well.

Glassing mountainsides you will see brown bear, moose, caribou, wolves and wolverine. Brown bear will
move off the mountains to the lower elevations looking for food and females. Quite often you will see
large boars chasing both smaller boars and adult sows up and down the mountains. Sows with young
cubs are at high risk. Large males will kill and eat young cubs for food, and to bring the female back into
heat. This has been witnessed firsthand over the years while hunting for both brown bear and grizzly
bear in the spring.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Iliamna, Alaska brown bear hunts: Spring/Fall
Our other spring brown bear area is in unit 9A near Iliamna. This area has one of the state’s highest
brown bear densities. The majority of our spike camps are placed near or along the coast of the Cook
Inlet. Brown bear in this area do not grow as big as the bear further down the coast; the average brown
bear harvested in this area is between 8’ and 9‘. 5” and will weigh between 500 and 1000 pounds. Over
the years we have enjoyed 100% success on brown bear in this area.
This area is very mountainous with thick alders and spruce forest. With the high density of bear in the
area, it makes it one of our easier areas to harvest a brown bear. You can expect to see several brown
bear on your hunt. Weather and your physical ability will certainly have a large role in how many bear
you will see.
Brown bear in this unit start their hibernation near the end of October and start to emerge in April. Our
camps will be placed near their denning locations. Hunting will consist of hiking to a good vantage point
and glassing, good 10X optics are a must when brown bear hunting. You will find yourself looking
through your binoculars for hours on end. Once a bear is located it will be judged for trophy quality; we
are looking for male brown bear with good hair (no rubs) that will square a minimum of 8 foot plus. -------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Port Heiden, Alaska brown bear hunts: Fall
If you prefer hunting in the fall and are truly after a ten-foot brown bear you may want to consider our
fall brown bear hunting area in unit 9E near Port Heiden. For this hunt you will fly from Anchorage to
Port Heiden with Pen Air. Season dates for this area are from October 1st through the 25th of odd
numbered years. This part of the Alaska Peninsula is managed by the state of Alaska to ensure trophy
sized brown bear.
Over the years, many of our clients have taken record book brown bear on this hunt. In this area we are
looking for 9 foot plus brown bear that can weigh as much as 1400 pounds. Each year we take brown
bear that will qualify for SCI and Boone and Crockett. Hides can square 10.5 feet plus from this area.
Hunting is done from spike camps that are only accessed by a super cub airplane equipped with large
tundra tires.
Hunting is primarily done in the low areas along the streams and rivers that are full of returning sockeye
and silver salmon. Brown bear will be feeding on salmon to put on the necessary weight needed to go
into hibernation. After feeding, bears will lie in the thick alders. This is another location we place camps;
these bedding areas have been very productive for us over the years as brown bear move off the rivers.
We will move towards these bedding areas along the many deeply worn trails, waiting and glassing for
big brown bear to return to the brush. The larger and older bears are most often the first to take cover
in the dense alders, often returning right at daylight.
Hunters will be intercepting bear moving to and from their feeding grounds. The average day is spent
sitting along the river glassing for brown bear feeding on salmon. When doing so, sent control is a
MUST!!
It will make the hair stand up on your neck when you hear the water splashing from a large brown bear
chasing salmon in the river as he is about to round the bend that you are sitting at!
Bow hunting for brown bear can be very effective in low areas of the Alaskan Peninsula, as most of the
streams start from an underground spring. As salmon move up these systems, they reach a dead end in
the stream, and begin to pool up by the hundreds. This makes for a perfect area to bow hunt. We have
had numerous clients take record book brown bear with a bow in this area.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Spring vs Fall Hunting
Most brown bear are taken less than 2 miles from our spike camps. Spring hunting is more physically
demanding than fall hunting. Hunters will need to be able to climb the hills or mountains to go after
brown bear emerging from their dens high up in the mountains. Quite often you will see bear laying

down high up in the mountains basking in the sun. Brown bear will remain close to the den for days
before they move off any great distance. This is the ideal situation to find a big brown bear that has just
dug itself out from the den and to remain close by for days allowing hunters to make a successful stalk.
Brown bear and grizzly bear will go back in the den to sleep during the cool spring nights, and once again
emerge mid day as the sun warms the hill or mountain side causing the den to fill with water from the
melting spring snow. Depending on the snow conditions it may require snowshoes to travel up the
valleys to the bear, but the good thing is, often the alders are still covered with snow allowing for easier
and faster travel. The biggest difference between spring versus fall brown bear and grizzly bear hunting
is that the male brown bear and grizzly bear are more active during the spring due to the breeding
season. Brown bear will lose as much as 30% of their body weight during hibernation, which forces them
to feed throughout the day. The day light hours are also much longer in the spring giving hunters more
time each day to hunt. On a spring hunt you will be hunting in or near the mountains in which bear den,
and days will be spent glassing snow-covered mountains; you may also see moose, wolves, caribou and
wolverine. Fall hunting is primarily done along the many salmon streams by intercepting bears feeding
on salmon.
Brown bear breed in the spring, in May and June mature bores are searching for females that are in heat
or sows with young cubs they can kill and eat. Killing the cubs will also bring the sow back into heat.
With all of the salmon streams in the area, brown bear coming out of hibernation will work their way
down the mountains to the rivers they left in late fall searching for food once again.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Best Time for Brown Bear Hunting
I get asked all the time, “when is the best time to hunt brown bear?” This is a hard question to answer,
as many things need to be considered:
1) WHAT ARE THE PHYSICAL ABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE HUNTER?
This is probably the most important factor! Spring brown bear hunting and grizzly bear hunting are both
by far more physically demanding. Most brown bear will be up in the mountains, while on a fall hunt
they will be along the rivers (less vertical climbing). Fall hunting can involve more sitting while waiting
for a bear to come close. In the spring you will be doing more hill climbing and glassing. For those of you
that have hunted with me in the past - you know that sitting and waiting is not my thing. I go and try to
make something happen!

2) HAIR QUALITY
Fall bears will on average have shorter hair than a spring brown bear or grizzly. However, fall bears will
have very even length hair generally free of rubs. Many fall bear have much nicer hides than spring bear.

You must look closely at a spring bear to make sure it is not rubbed from lying in the den or sliding up
and down the mountains in the snow. There is no better trophy than a spring brown bear hide in perfect
condition!
3) WHAT AREA WILL YOU BE HUNTING?
Not all brown bear hunting areas are good both spring and fall. This is why we choose to hunt different
areas spring and fall. Most outfitters do not give you that option. We will take you to the very best areas
both spring and fall.
4) WEATHER!
Weather will play a big part on your hunt. In theory spring weather is generally better than fall, but for
those of you that have hunted in Alaska, you know how that can be. You can expect and will see bad
weather on both a spring and fall brown bear or grizzly bear hunt (Count on it!). A cold late spring with
deep snow will make the bears stay in their dens longer. If this is the case you will not see as many
bears. Bad weather during a fall hunt will consist of high winds with driving rain; this will keep the bears
bedded down in the thick alders.
5) WHAT YEAR CAN YOU HUNT, OR WANT TO HUNT?
The Alaska Peninsula unit 9 has a unique season; we only can hunt on odd years during the fall and even
years during the spring.
6) RATES
This is a very important consideration; our three areas are all priced differently due to logistics and cost
of operating. All three brown bear areas are excellent and you will have a very good chance at taking
home a trophy, but maybe you can only afford to hunt grizzly bear, we have two options for that as well.
7) ARE YOU ELIGIBLE TO HUNT IN A SPECIFIED AREA?
Unit 9 is a one brown bear every 4 regulatory years area. Our Grizzly bear areas are one bear every
regulatory year.
The bottom line; both spring and fall are equally good, we have had over 90% success rate on all our
brown bear and grizzly bear hunts over the years. Most seasons are 100%

Brown bear hunting is our specialty and I would like to share my passion - hunting North America’s most
coveted trophy.
Black Bear Hunting
Our Black Bears here average about 400 lbs. or 7' square. Average Skulls are 20", with some making the
record books at 21" Boone & Crocket.

We have an extremely high success rate; in fact we are running 100% for the last 6 years. We are
typically seeing many trophy size black bears each day, allowing clients to harvest a bear of great size
and quality.
Trophy preparation is provided & we can recommend a taxidermist. Bear hunting season is April 20th
and goes through the first week in June.
Our Black Bear Hunts are famous and are regularly filmed by Mossy Oak, ESPN2 and the Outdoor
Channel's American Hunter.
Our hunts are conducted without baiting; we use boats to spot animals then stalk. We are hunting in the
world renowned "Prince of Wales island".
When not hunting, guest can enjoy the beautiful scenery and relaxation of our very comfortable camp.
Clients may also go and set out shrimp pots and enjoy an evening meal of fresh Alaskan shrimp, a
favorite of all clients.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Alaska Caribou Hunts
Two Caribou limit for non-residents
Alaska Wilderness Charters & Guiding offers world-class Alaska caribou hunting. Both our unguided
Alaska caribou hunts and guided Alaska caribou hunts are based out of Kotzebue. Northwest Alaska is
home to the largest herd of Barren Ground Caribou, called the Western Arctic Herd, with a population of
500,000 animals. Barren Ground Caribou hunting has never been better! Alaska Wilderness Charters &
Guiding is the premier guiding operation in northwest Alaska. Our success is unmatched. Caribou
hunters have enjoyed tremendous success on this hunt over the years. Our success on our unguided
caribou hunt has ranged from a low of 89% with most seasons at or near 100%. Guided caribou hunts
have been at 100%. There is no other place in Alaska where you can find better odds in harvesting a
trophy caribou.

Caribou hunting in Alaska also provides a true “remote” arctic adventure. Alaska Wilderness Charters &
Guiding bases operations for caribou, moose, and grizzly bear hunting out of Kotzebue. Kotzebue is a
small native village with a population around 3000 people, which sits on the tip of the Hotham Peninsula
on the shore of the Chukchi Sea, just north of the Arctic Circle.

Alaska Caribou Hunting Options
•Unguided outfitted caribou hunt
•Fully guided caribou hunt

•Unguided drop-off hunt
Considerations
•Arrival/Departure Information
•Equipment
•Meat and Trophy Care
•http://www.admin.adfg.state.ak.us/licens

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Price
List
50% deposit due in order to reserve hunt date & price. Remaining balance due 60 days prior to hunt.
2013 - 10 day Fall Brown Bear Hunt…Port Heiden Area…….........$18,495
2012-8 day Spring Brown Bear Hunt… Cold Bay Area………..$19,495
7 Day Arctic Grizzly Bear Hunt...draw area……………………………..$10,495
10 Day Arctic Grizzly Bear/Caribou……………………………..$14,495
10 Day Trophy Moose Hunt...draw area…………………………$14,495
10 Day Moose, Caribou Combo………………………….………$17,495
10 Day Moose, Arctic Grizzly Combo……………….……….….. $19,495
10 Day Moose, Arctic Grizzly, Caribou Combo………………………. $21,495
5 Day Guided 2x1Caribou Hunt… (2 caribou hunt)…………….$6,995
5 Day Unguided Caribou Hunt ………………………....…..$3,195
Observer Rates……………………………….........................$400 Per day- Min. 5 day charge
Salmon/Halibut Fishing Packages
4 Nights 3 days fishing……………………………..$2895
5 Nights 4 days fishing……………………………..$3395 6
Nights 5 days fishing……………………………..$4195

Fishing Packages Include: Lodging and accommodations - relax in our trophy room with appetizers at
the bar, and big screen plasma TV; Fully Guided Charter Fishing for salmon/halibut/cod - including all
bait and tackle; Meals - cooked breakfast, bag lunches, and hearty evening dinners; Fish Processing custom cutting, vacuum packaging, and transportation boxes; Roundtrip airport transfers; Daily room
service; Phone/fax/wireless internet; All taxes

*- Not included Tags and Licenses
*
-Alaska Wilderness Charters & Guiding is not responsible for accommodations in town before or
after your hunt or due to bad weather.
*
We are not responsible for lost hunting days due to bad weather, Missed or changed
commercial flights, or any other situations beyond our control.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2012 Salmon/Halibut Fishing
Ketchikan is known as the salmon capital of the world! Fish for four species of salmon, halibut, and cod
each day. Ketchikan has the largest runs of salmon in Alaska. You will not catch more fish anywhere in
Alaska or find guides of equal caliber. If you are looking for a fishing trip of a lifetime – this is it! Enjoy
the quiet serenity of our lodge, which is tucked back in a beautiful spruce rainforest. Relax after a hard
day of fishing in our spacious trophy room equipped with a wet bar, and enjoy hors deuvres while
reminiscing about the day’s catch!

The lodge accommodates up to 6 guests at a time, 2 per room. Personal attention to detail and
exceptional hospitality is what we strive for. Dine on fresh seafood and steaks. Boats are custom built,
and fully equipped with state of the art electronics, top quality fishing tackle, all safety equipment, and
restroom. All fish will be vacuum packed and boxed for you to enjoy upon your return home. Come as a
client, leave as a friend! We can also customize a package to fit your budget and needs.

4 Nights 3 Days Fishing………………………………….$2895
5 Nights 4 Days Fishing………………………………….$3395
6 Nights 5 days fishing……………….........……………..$4195

Transportation: Arrive in Ketchikan, Alaska where the outfitter will meet you at the airport.
License: You can purchase your fishing license from the outfitter.
Included: Lodging and accommodations; Fully Guided Charter Fishing for salmon/halibut/cod – including
all bait and tackle; Meals – cooked breakfast, bag lunches, and hearty evening dinners; Fish Processing –
custom cutting, vacuum packaging, and transportation boxes; Roundtrip airport transfers; Daily room
service; Phone/fax/wireless internet; All taxes.
Not Included: Fishing license, shipping or transport of fish and gratuities.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2012 Black Bear Hunts

You will hunt the bays and estuaries of beautiful Southeast Alaska’s Prince of Wales Island. We have had
an unmatched success rate on trophy black bear. 12 bear qualified for Boone and Crockett in the 2004,
2005 season. Bear are averaging in the 20 inch range for skulls and squaring over 7 feet. The largest bear
squared 8 foot 2 inches – this is the place for the largest black bear and the best success rate. This is a
5day hunt; all clients must arrive in Ketchikan on Friday, Flight 67, and then hunt Saturday through
Wednesday, departing camp on Thursday back to Ketchikan. Clients should arrange an AM departure
Friday out of Ketchikan on Alaska Airlines.

Dates: April 22 – June 15
Transportation: Alaska Airlines in to Ketchikan on flight 67. Outfitter will meet you at the airport and
transport you to camp by boat.
Camp: Heated wall tents with wood floors. Cooking/dining tent, and cots provided in sleeping tents.
License: Black bear tag is $225. Non-resident license is $85. 7 day fishing license $55.
Includes: This package includes the 2X1 Professional Guide service, trophy preparation, meals and
infield, along with accommodations. Also included is Transportation to and from the field, airport
pickup.
Not included: In-town lodging at the beginning or end of your hunt or due to bad weather, tag, license,
or shipping of trophies or meat beyond Ketchikan, gratuities.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2012 Brown Bear Hunts
Come to the Alaska Peninsula for Trophy Brown Bear. We have taken several excellent bear over the last
few seasons with the largest bear squaring 11’2.” Success on bear between 8.5 & 10 feet plus has been
90%. Rest assured all guides will work hard to put you in a position to succeed. These areas hold very
high density of bear, and have had little or no hunting pressure, allowing you to be selective and hold
out for a trophy brown bear of a lifetime. This location is also known for its huge salmon runs, which
draw these huge coastal Brown Bear.

Rates: Cold Bay Area 2012 Spring 8 Day Hunt $19,500.
Port Heiden Area 2013, 10 Day Fall Hunt $18,500.
Dates: October 1st-10th October 12-21st ODD Years
May 10th-17th May 18th-25th EVEN Years
Transportation: Iliamna Air Taxi from Anchorage to Iliamna, or Penn Air to Cold Bay from Anchorage.
Outfitter will meet you at Iliamna or Cold Bay, Alaska.
Camp: Base camp will be made up of wall tents for cooking, eating, and storage with 6-man dome tents
used for sleeping. Spike camps are made up of 6-man dome tents with cots.
License: Brown bear tags are $500, and the non-resident hunting license is $85. Both should be
purchased online before arrival in Alaska.
Includes: 1X1 Professional Guide service, In-field accommodations and meals, trophy care, and all in
field transportation.
Not Includes: In town lodging before or after your hunt, or due to the inability to fly due to bad weather.
Commercial airfare to Iliamna or Cold Bay, shipping or hauling of trophies beyond Iliamna or Cold Bay.
Licenses or tags, gratuities.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Not included:
The shipping of antlers, capes, and meat beyond Kotzebue, lodging and meals in Kotzebue before or
after your hunt, or due to the inability to fly due to bad weather, gratuities.

Bonus:

Wolves can be taken on these hunts at no additional charge ($30 wolf tag required)!
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------2012 Moose Hunt
Hunt Northwest Alaska for trophy moose, caribou, and grizzly. We had 100% success on our moose
hunts in 2003-2010 with several bulls exceeding 68 inches. The average bull harvested is 62 inches. This
is a spot and stalk fair chase hunt, with calling being the primary method of locating moose. There is also
excellent caribou hunting in this area. We are located along the migration route of the Western Arctic
Herd, Alaska’s largest Caribou herd. Grizzly bear is also available in this area on a drawing basis only. This
is a great area to take a mixed bag of trophy class species. We encourage hunters to apply for a grizzly
tag. The grizzly population is extremely high in this area. You don’t want to miss out on this hunt – book
early to enter the drawing.
This area has now been converted to a draw are for moose with a deadline of December 31st. Book now
to enter the draw. You don't want to miss out on this fabulous hunt.
Dates: First hunt is September 1 – 10
Second hunt is September 11 – 20
Rates: Moose & Caribou combinations $17,000
Moose & Artic Grizzly combinations $19,500
Moose, Artic Grizzly & Caribou combinations $21,500
Moose available by drawing $14,500

Transportation: Alaska Airlines flight # 151 into Kotzebue from Anchorage. Depart Kotzebue on Alaska
Airlines flight #153.
License: License and tags should be purchased online prior to arriving in Alaska.
Includes: 1X1 Professional Guide service, in-field transportation, trophy preparation, in-field
accommodations, and meals, transportation of meat, cape, and antlers back to Kotzebue.
Not included: Expediting of antlers, capes and meat beyond Kotzebue, lodging and meals in Kotzebue
before or after your hunt, or due to the inability to fly due to bad weather, gratuities.
Camp: Base camp consists of wall tents for cooking, dinning, and storage, with 6 man dome tents used
for sleeping quarters equipped with cots. Spike camps made up of 6 man dome tents with cots.
Fishing Packages Include: Lodging and accommodations - relax in our trophy room with appetizers at
the bar, and big screen plasma TV; Fully Guided Charter Fishing for salmon/halibut/cod - including all
bait and tackle; Meals - cooked breakfast, bag lunches, and hearty evening dinners; Fish Processing -

custom cutting, vacuum packaging, and transportation boxes; Roundtrip airport transfers; Daily room
service; Phone/fax/wireless internet; All taxes

*- Not included Tags and Licenses
* -Alaska Wilderness Charters & Guiding is not responsible for accommodations in town before or after
your hunt or due to bad weather.
•http://www.admin.adfg.state.ak.us/license/

Mike Lollar - Owner
Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com
eMail = GetBetter@SportsmansLogistics.com
15596 W. County Rd. 18E
Loveland, CO 80537
970-593-0267
We accept

Or ask us about our “Hunt Now, Pay Later Program” valid for all
hunters booking our hunts you just need credit approval. We realize the hunt of
your dreams will not be a reality because you will never be in better physical
condition than you are today. Instead of planning the hunt when you can afford it,
hunt now while you are physically able. This program is a must for a hunter filling
his bucket list!

